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job details

Do you want a job that challenges you and where you can make a difference?

Do you want a setting that can support your development without having to wait years?

Are you looking for a good humoured and fun team that has been established for many years?

...

This is a fabulous opportunity to join a award winning and established specialist education

setting as a permanent Teaching assistant. This is one of the longest standing specialist

schools in the county and happily supported SEN learners through Covid and 2 site

expansions. This school successfully offers education to mixed ability learners including

Autism, Down syndrome, SLD, PMLD and other complex needs. The school currently has

60+ pupils on role. Pupils at the school are aged between 5 and 16 year's. The school is

committed to meeting the needs of every individual child, the school aims for every pupil by

KS4 to be obtaining national qualifications and by post 16 be moving on to college or comparative

training. The school is proud of its working together and community ethos and is

commended for parents, staff and OFSTED for offering a warm, welcoming and fun

atmosphere. This school operates as a family/community and the award winning senior

leadership promote an open door policy. Applicants for this post must be available on a full time

basis/ Monday-Friday 08:30-4:30pm daily.

Benefits: 

- Permanent Teaching Assistant role 
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- Team Teach training provided by Randstad Education or the school

- Modern resources and equipment including interactive whiteboards and ipads

- Superb and spacious classrooms and grounds

- There is lots of room for progression in the roles, from senior teaching assistant to skill

development and other areas to branch into (therapies, inclusion support etc.)

All applicants for this position must have the following requirements to be considered:

- Any experience level will be considered, ideal candidates will be flexible, resilient and have a

positive approach to supporting learners with SEN (direct SEN experience is not essential)

- Eligibility to work in the UK

Responsibilities:

- Supporting KS1- KS5 SEN learners on a 1:1, small group and classroom basis

- Communicating with parents and carers over pupils' progress and participating in

departmental meetings, parents' evenings and whole school training events

If you want to know more about this fabulous opportunity or wish to send us your application

then please dont hesitate to apply now. For more information on this role Please contact

Bryony today on 01293 527416.

This role is open to receiving applications over the next week. Within a week of the closing

date, appropriate applicants will begin a three-stage interview process, after which

shortlisted candidates will be invited to attend the final stage of the interview process with

appropriate school leadership.
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